
Rulebook



Storyhaven is a game for teams of 2-6 players

in which you are the heroes of the adventure.

You will choose and design your own

characters, make decisions together as a team,

as well as enjoying the story that you create

together through your gameplay.

Game set-up

Object of the game
Your mission is to travel back into Storyhaven’s

past to save the town’s stories before they are

stolen. You will also need to collect clues as to 



who or what is behind the thefts and the

mysterious amnesia affecting the townspeople.

 

It has long been a tradition that any Storyhavener

whose tale becomes especially loved by the town

is presented by the head shaman with crystal

story runes. These runes, carved from the sacred

crystal cavern, have the symbols of important

places or objects in the person's tale engraved on

them to make sure that their bearer never forgets

them. It is these crystals that are disappearing

and which you must help to save. 

Remember, as members of the same team you are

not playing against each other. There will be no

winners or losers in this game. You will need to

work together if you are to succeed on your

mission.



• This rulebook, which can be consulted at any

time during gameplay.

• Map of the town, so that you can check where

you are in the story world.

• The episodes of the game: you will play some

together as a team and others alone as solo

adventures. They provide important

opportunities to buy equipment for your team.

• Your adventure journal: to record information

about your player character, your gold,

reputation and stamina totals, and clues. Print

off the pages from the website. You will be

invited to complete them throughout the game.

Look out for this symbol:

Game components



Storyhaven is a game in which you build the

story world together in your imaginations.

DIY props can help you do this, from a leather

satchel to keep your adventure notes in, to

building the atmosphere of your gameplay

space with a candle or lamp, or crafting the

crystal story runes you save out of pebbles and

paint. A good place to start might be to make

an ancient-looking cover for your journal

pages, then decorate it with studs, pins,

crystals, string. Whatever you have to hand.

There are plenty of crafter tips available

online. 



Rules of gameplay

Take it in turns to read a passage of the episode

out loud to your team. Try to read slowly and

clearly with an exciting storyteller tone.

Whoever is reading is the team leader for that

turn. They should consult their team-mates

opinion, but have the final say if a decision

needs to be made. Be sure to check that your

team has the necessary skills before deciding on

a course of action.

Decision-making

Devices
You can play off a sole mobile, tablet, laptop or

computer, taking it in turns to read out loud,

or you can all have one. Just make sure to stay

together on different devices as you progress,

through the story.



Reputation is how well you are known and

respected in the town of Storyhaven. This

journal page shows your reputation wheel:

5 6 7

As you move through the story, you will gain

or lose reputation, stamina and gold. The

game will tell you the amount of each you

should gain or lose at any one time.

Reputation, stamina, provisions,
gold & belongings

You will have to keep a track of your totals on
the following journal pages. All players
should have one of each. Look at them now.
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Your reputation can range from 20 – “Town

hero” to 0 – “Town scoundrel”. 

Everybody starts with 4 reputation. Mark this

now on your wheel.

We all know that having a bad reputation in

real life is no fun, but in the game of

Storyhaven it is not the end of the world.

Some players might even like to play to

deliberately worsen their reputation; others

will like to shine as town heroes. 

You will have to negotiate your strategy with

your fellow adventurers, because your total

reputation as a team will sometimes influence

which options are open to you in the game.



Stamina is your health, how wounded you are

or how tired you feel. Decisions that require a

lot of physical exertion might lose you stamina

as will those that cause you injury. Sleeping at

the end of a day’s adventuring raises your

stamina again, but not all the way to its

original level.

All players start on 10 stamina. Mark this now

on the following journal page:

If your stamina reaches zero, disable one of

your skills by putting a cross by it on your

character page and gain 8 extra stamina. You

will not be able to use this skill again, unless

you pay 10 gold.
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Eating provisions is another way to gain

stamina. You can eat them at any time as long

as you have them written on your belongings

and provisions journal page:

 

You can also give provisions to your

companions, if you're feeling generous! You

start with no belongings or provisions, but

you can find or buy them during the game.
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Gold is the equivalent of money in the

game. There are many ways to gain or lose

gold, but the easiest way to spend it is by

buying things from the general store. All

players start with 100 gold. Mark this now

on the following journal page:
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Story points

Story points are a way of recording what you have

done in the game. Sometimes the story app will

ask you to tick them on the following journal page:
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